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Summary. 

The aocuracy of location of sparks in wire chambers with magnetostrlotive read-out baa 

been determined by comparing, by means of an analog system and a multichannel pulse heiE!Jtt 

analyser the coordinates or the aparka induced in three chambers traversed by straight charg-

ed particles. It has been found that for the particular chambers investigated, the acouracy 

was ± 0.4. mm on eaoh spark. 

The same set up has been used for the determination of the projected angular distrlbu-

tion tor multiple Coulomb scattering ot 1.5 Gav/c pio,," in materials ot ditterent tbickne.s. 

The extrapolation to zero thiokness gives a result in agreement with the apparent angular 

spread originated from the spread of the sparks. 

Riassunto. 

S1 e m1surata la preoisione nella looalizzazione · delle scintille in 0 amere a fila a 

lettura mB8D8toatrittiva oonfrontando, per mezzo di un sistema analogi co ed un anal1szato-

1"8 multica.nale. le coordinate delle Zlointille indotte in tre camere A scintilla a fila at-

tranr&ate da particelle carlcbe indenate. 8i I> trovato, per 11 perticolare tipo dI. 081118-

ra atudiato, obe la preciaione era di ! 0.4- DID. per sointilla. 

Lo .tesso disposi tivo e stato uaato per la determinszione della dhtribuzione IUl8>la-

1"8 proiettata di .... oni'IT da 1.5 Gav/o diffuai per urto coulombiano multipLo in matoriali 

di vario apes8ore. La. eatrapolazione a :spessore zero torn1sca un rlaultato in Aooardo oaD 

10 eparp"8llamento anaolare originato dello sparpagliamento delle s oint111e. 
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1. - Introduction. 

Magnetostriotlon wire spark chambers have been extens1~ely described by variOU8 

authors C") dUIing the last two years. In vie,.. of the future experiment to be performed 

by our grouP. several wire spark ohambers bave been btdlt in our laboratory, and we de

need a !System to find out the accuracy of location of tJJ.e sparks. Such a system turned 

out be to quite feasible to perform multiple scattering measurements: since accurate data 

on multiple scattering of high energy particles are still missing, we belive that a fast, 

high preci8ion, automatio system such as the one to be desoribed, could be ot some inte-

re.st. 

Each spark chamber, 5Ox50 an', bas four wire arrays which form two 8 mID gap.; the 

wire. (¢ 0.1 mID) are made of a copper-berillium alloy, and ere threaded 1 IIIIl apart. 

The imler electrode. are pulaad with the H.T., >bUe the other two are connected to 

ground. The wires in each pl..a.ne of a gap are mutually orthogonalJ' and four niokel wires 

provide magnetostrictive rsdout. 

The three ohambers are pulsed by individual spark gaps, mounted on the chamber them

•• l.e., and triggered by a main .park gap. rho existing triggering system i. tl» limiting 

factor of the rate of the whole system: it can't be pulsed more than about 50 times & se

cond, but we mean to improve it in order to attain higher counting rote., sinoe it 10 -.... 

that the recovery time of wire .perk chambers is lea. than 1 moec (,). 

In these preliminary tests W8 used the informatioD coming from only ODe arra::r per gap: 

tho .... gn.tostrictive signel. induced in every nickel wire by tho .parks in the chambers 

are picked up by a coU, 8lld enter a FairchUd micrologio amplifier, operating in the triS

gar mode by meana of a .uitable positive feedback. rho output signal of thi. trigger 10 a 

pooitive pul •• , 300 noec wid. at the base, and 2 Volte high. To find out the position of a 

spark, we measure the time interval between too pulse corresponding to the spark and & ti%

ed reference pulse. To generate reference 8igna1s, W8 pulse, every time the ohamber is trig

gered, two reference wires per electrode, 40 em apart. 
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2. - Al1gnement of the sparks and errore. 

In order to detennine the precision with which our system 115 able to gi TB th~ coordi

nate. of the traje",tory of a particle, we used the technique illustrated in Fig. 1. 

C2 

Cl 

.. .. . .. ........ ..... .. ... . ...... . ... .. 

1 r I 
Xl x 2 '[ j 1 

Fig. 1 

Experimental set-up, Cl and C2 are plastic scintillation counters. 

We handled only the magneto.trictive signals ooming from the first ground electrode 

ot eaoh chamber: : tor every chamber there is a time-to-pulss-height converter, whioh gives 

an output proportional to the coordinate of the .park in the horizontel plane. We will gl.ve 

to these three pulses the same DBJIBB we use for the corresponding coordinates, that 115 %1, 

XI:, and %.:J. These Ulree pulses are handled in a mixer, whose output i8 

• = (XI + ~ - 2xz) g + R 

where g is a gain factor, and R 18 a referenoe voltage whos8 presence will be justified 

later. Since %" XI: and:r" are independently m8a8ured and haTe the same standard deviation 

O'i:, we expeot the diatribution qt z to be oentered around R, and. have a standard deviation 

A knowledge ot O'z' and URI allows us to evaluate CI;r. I the r.m.a. error in the _&all"'-

emant ot one ooordinate. In order to find out Clz , every time a particle triggers the ay-

stem we send the output pulse • into a Multi-oha:mel Pulse Anelizer eN 11 0, built by 

ThecbzDcal Meaaurement Corporation. The reference voltage R i8 needed since tblt pul..88S 10 

be .tored must have elways the aame polarity. Much effort has been devoted to obtain a roo-

I 
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ference pulse both stable in time and. defined with an accurancy or one part out of a th:::msand.. 

The chamber.! were placed in the 1\4 pion beam at the CERN Proton-Synchrotron. The 1.5 GeV/o 

momentum pions reached our chambers after orossing a liquid hydrogen target, used for another 

experiment. Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the electronics involved; a coincidence between 

C1 

C2 

Coincidence 
and 

Discrimination 

Magnetostrictive 
Pulses from the 
Spark Chambers 

1 
2 
3 

Adjus table 
Paralysis 

Main 
Trigger 

Triple 

Main 
Spark 
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Time to 
Pulse Height 
Converter 

Paralysis 
if more 
than one Spark 

Fig. 2 

Block diagram of the electronics. 

Individual ) 
Spark Trigger 
Gaps 

Multi
z Channel 

Mix e r f------=----1 Pu 1 5 e 
Ana11zer 

counters C1 and C2 (Fig. 1) triggers the .ystem. The triggering rate is adjustable externe.l.l,y 

by means of a paralyzing gate; it more than one spark takes plaoe in a chamber, a suitable gate 

rejeots the event. 

Fig. 3a sbow8 the distribution of • after 1300 triggers: the number of events in the plot 

is 1170, that is about 10% of the events had two or more sparks in at least one chamber. Thi_ 

ra.tio was expected, due to the intensity of the beam, which was about 1.2 0 10' particles per 

burst (200 mec long). 

Fig. 3b shows the spread of tha referenoe voltage. From the values of CI. (z 0.6 lID) and 

of CIa (z o.~ lID), we get 

To our kmlrledge, this value had not yet been measured by operating magnetostricUve 

wire _parka chambers in real experimental oond! tiona. 
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Tho beam PNt1lB 18 lhown in tig.~. It baa been taken by triggerl:Ag onl,y the tirat 

chamber, at a rate at 6 trigger/burat: inoident&ll,y, tba be .. waa DOt ceutered on oOUl1ter 

C1 in thia first run, 
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Example of bea. profile determined with a macnetostrictlve spark chamber. 
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3. - Multiple Scattering. 

With the same apparatus used 1:0 find out the accuracy of location of the sparks, we 

measured multiple scattering in a sample of different materials. Fig. 5 illustrates the new 

geometry: the soattering ... terial is placed immediately after the seoond chamber. It the 

angular spread of the incoming beam 10 small, then 

were a: 1s the: projection of the scattering angle, and a the distanoe of the target from 

the eleotrode of the last chamber. 

Since the chambers were 50 em apart, the angular resolution was of the order of 0.06 

degrees: obviou.ly it can be improved just by increa.ing the distance between the spark 

chambers. 

A small divergence in the beam does not introduoe an appreciable error in a: as a J.im:i:t.

iDg oase, it 8=1 deg. and 0:=10°, the error in the measure of the scattering angle 1s les8 

than 0.03", whioh i. one halt of tha angular resolution of our chamber. (in our oa.e tbe di

vergence of the beam was 1e88 than 0.5Q
). 

.... _ .•........•....••.... ..-...... -... I-a 
. ...... . 

........... , ... 

. .... , 

Fig, 5 

Schematic of the set-up used for the determination of tbe multiple scattering angular distribution. 

The technique illustrated in the previous paragraph allows one to get on the scope of a 

Multi-ohannel Pul.e Anslber directly the di.tribution of tansa: apart from a faotor l,6o.·a 

(whioh is praotioally one, if a is small), this is ju.t the di.tribution of the projeoted 

soattering angle. 
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Fig. 6 aho". sane of the angular diatributions "e ohtained performing multiple acatter-

ing on copper, lead and aluminum plates at various energies. A first approximation of the 

theory of multiple soattering givea for the projected angle of scattering a normal diatribu-

tion, with the mean square deflection 

• 1 ~12\Z 
". = '2 \.V) t 

where P is the momentum of the incident particles, in MeV/o, and t the thiok:ness of the soat-

taring plate, measured in radiation length units. 

The results of our multiple scattering measurements, non correoted for the angular spread 

originated by the resolving power of tw chambers (see section 2), have been collected in tigu-

re 7 • Our angular resolution can be obtained from the extrapolation to zero thiokness of the 

data; the extrapolated value is in agreement with the angular resolution deduced from the mea-

surementa of section 2, a8 shown in the figure. 

The mean square deflections, oorrected for this known angular resolution, are oompared in 

table 1 with the values expeoted according to (") . As can be !leen, the agreement with the 

theory ia good. 

----- ---

IIATERIAL THICKNESS ". EXPERllI. ". THEORY 
(mm) (degress) 

Copper 2 0.195 ! 0.024 0.212 

3 0.293 ! 0.024 0.264 

4- 0.305 ! 0.037 0.304-

6 0.342 :!: 0.048 0.371 
I 

8 i 0.403 ! 0.048 , 0.4-30 

10 t 0.464- ! 0.048 I 0.481 I 

I Lead 5 I 0.634- ! 0.037 0.567 
t 

, 
10 0.769 ! 0.048 0.797 

Aluminum 10 0.171 ! 0.024 0.194-

i 
I P = 1505 MeV/c , 

'------ , - -. -_. I ----

Table 1 

\ 
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Fig , 6 

Aurular distribution of the multiple scattering, non corrected for the angular resolving 

power of the chambers. 
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Mean square angle of scattering. nOD corrected for the angular resolution of the chamber, 

as & function of the thickness of tbe scattering material. The arrow indicates tbe value 

obtained in sec. 2 by direct measurement of the resolution of the chambers: the agreement 

with the extrapolation to zero thickness of t he data is clear from the figure. 
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